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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of training HMMs using long files of unsegmented speech with limited and constant memory requirements. The classical training algorithms usually require limited duration training utterances due to memory constraints for storing the generated trellises. Our approach has been tested on databases that are transcribed, but not partitioned into sentences, using a sliding window Forward-Backward algorithm. This approach has been shown to be more efficient than the classical algorithms. In this paper we extend this approach to the EM reestimation process. The classical algorithms usually require limited duration training utterances due to memory constraints for storing the generated trellises. Our approach does not require that a partial traceback locates an immortal node that identifies the unique survivor path to be passed to the next window. Instead, all the forward paths surviving a pruning operation with a large beam threshold are extended. The errors, therefore, do not depend on the estimated state alignment, but are related to the difference between the true state occupation probabilities (available only after all the observations have been processed) and the state occupation probabilities estimated looking ahead a short interval of time.

Another application of our sliding window Forward-Backward algorithm is MMIE training, that we have tested on the TI/NIST database connected digits using as a general model the recognition tree rather than the N-best hypotheses, or the word lattices.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known since long time that Viterbi decoding can be performed before the end of the observations because the optimal path is included among the best scoring paths at any given time (unless it is pruned by the beam search) and because all these paths are generated from a common ancestor (the “immortal node”) [2]. In [1], on the basis of these observations, a piecewise Viterbi training algorithm has been proposed that requires a fixed amount of memory and can be used on unlimited length speech utterances.

In this paper we extend this approach to the EM reestimation performed through a sliding window Forward-Backward algorithm. Our approach does not require that a partial traceback locates an immortal node that identifies the unique survivor path to be passed to the next window. Instead, all the forward paths surviving a pruning operation with a large beam threshold are extended. The errors, therefore, do not depend on the estimated state alignment, but are related to the difference between the true state occupation probabilities (available only after all the observations have been processed) and the state occupation probabilities estimated looking ahead a short interval of time.

Another application of this approach is MMIE training [4], where the computation of the denominator of the objective function requires a substantial amount of memory resources for storing the trellis information.

2. APPROXIMATE FORWARD-BACKWARD

Let’s consider the following approximate FB algorithm:

1. Perform the usual Forward algorithm, up to time $L$, storing the forward probability $\alpha_L(j)$ for each time frame $t$ and state $j$ of the estimated models.

2. Perform the Backward algorithm from time $L$ to time 0. The estimated backward probability $\beta_L(j)$ of each state $j$ at time $L$ is initialized as

$$\beta_L(j) = \frac{1}{\sum \alpha_L(s)}$$

so that the estimated probability of occupation of that state at time $L$ is equal to its rescaled forward probability

$$\gamma_L^*(j) = \frac{\alpha_L(j)\beta_L(j)}{\sum \alpha_L(s)\beta_L(s)} = \frac{\alpha_L(j)}{\sum \alpha_L(s)} = \pi_L(j)$$

Of course, the Backward pass is initialized correctly for $L = T$, where $T$ is the last frame of the utterance.

2.1. Error analysis

If the Backward pass is started before the utterance is completed ($L < T$) the estimated state occupation probabilities will be affected by an error. In this Section we examine the behavior of these errors as a function of the distance between the frame $L$ and the current time frame $t$.

Let’s define $b$ the state corresponding to the best forward path $\arg\max_j \alpha_L(j)$ and $o$ the state with maximum occupation probability $\arg\max_j \gamma_L(j)$ respectively. Typically, $\gamma_L^*(b)$ is an overestimate of $\gamma_L(b)$

$$\gamma_L^*(b) \geq \gamma_L(b)$$

because it relies only on the best forward path, and does not take into account the remaining observations $L + 1, \ldots, T$. Moreover, since $\sum \gamma_L(s) = 1$ and $\sum \gamma_L^*(s) = 1$, and $\gamma_L(b)$ and $\gamma_L^*(o)$ are the most relevant contributions to their sums, $\gamma_L^*(o)$ is typically an underestimate of $\gamma_L(o)$.

$$\gamma_L(o) \geq \gamma_L^*(o)$$

This is definitely true if the estimated backward probability $\hat{b}$ is set to 1 rather than as defined in Eq. 1, while $\beta_L(j)$ for the remaining states $j \neq b$ is set to 0, as suggested in Fig. 1.
Our approximation of the true backward probabilities at time \( L \), independently of the initialization of the backward probabilities at time \( L \), produces positive and negative errors on the state occupation and backward probabilities at that time frame.

Since the backward probability is recursively computed as

\[
\beta_t(j) = \sum_s \beta_t(s) \cdot b_t(s) \cdot a_{js}
\]

the error on the estimated backward probability at time \( t - 1 \)

\[
E^\beta_{t-1}(j) = \beta_{t-1}(j) - \tilde{\beta}_{t-1}(j)
\]

will be back propagated as follows:

\[
E^\beta_{t-1}(j) = \sum_s (\tilde{\beta}_t(s) - \tilde{\beta}_t(s)) \cdot b_t(s) \cdot a_{js}
\]

if \( e^\beta_t(j) \) is the relative error on \( \beta_t(j) \),

\[
e^\beta_t(j) = \frac{\beta_t(j) - \tilde{\beta}_t(j)}{\beta_t(j)}
\]

we get

\[
E^\beta_{t-1}(j) = \sum_s e^\beta_t(s) \cdot b_t(s) \cdot a_{js}
\]

and finally

\[
e^\beta_{t-1}(j) = \sum_s e^\beta_t(s) \cdot b_t(s) \cdot a_{js}
\]

Since the relative error at each state, \( e^\beta_{t-1}(j) \), is computed as the sum of the relative errors on its successor states, weighted by their rescored backward probability, the errors propagate along the best backward paths.

Since the best forward paths have a few common ancestors in the near past (a single common ancestor not too far in the past), the weighted sum of positive and negative errors along the best paths reduces the relative error that is propagated going back from the common ancestors, as illustrated in Fig. 1 where “+” and “−” marks correspond to positive and negative errors respectively. States with very low probability of occupation may have high relative errors \( e^\beta_t(j) \), but their contribution to the reestimation counts is null because, for the sake of the efficiency, the reestimation counts are computed only for states with a probability of occupation greater than a given threshold.

The estimated state occupation probability \( \tilde{\gamma}^L_t(j) \) can be expressed in terms of \( e^\beta_t(j) \) as

\[
\tilde{\gamma}^L_t(j) = \frac{\alpha_t(j) \cdot \beta_t(j) \cdot (1 - e^\beta_t(j))}{\sum_s \alpha_t(s) \cdot \beta_t(s) \cdot (1 - e^\beta_t(s))}
\]

and the error on the state occupation probability \( E^\gamma_t(j) \) as

\[
E^\gamma_t(j) = \frac{\alpha_t(j) \cdot \beta_t(j) \cdot (1 - \tilde{\gamma}^L_t(j))}{\sum_s \alpha_t(s) \cdot \beta_t(s) \cdot \tilde{\gamma}^L_t(s) \cdot (1 - E^\gamma_t(s))}
\]

Going back from an ancestor state to another one along the best paths, the error \( e^\gamma_t(j) \) decreases, \( \tilde{\gamma}^L_t(j) \) approaches to the true value \( \gamma^L_t(j) \), and the error \( E^\gamma_t(j) \) approaches to zero.

### 2.2. Experimental results

To verify the behavior of the errors as a function of the distance between the Backward pass starting frame \( L \) and the current frame, the approximate FB algorithm has been used to compute the state occupation probabilities \( \gamma^L_t(j) \) \( \forall j, t \) for 2156 adult male training utterances in the TI/NIST database.

The same experiment has been done on a connected digit telephone line Italian database, described in Section 5.3.

Setting the starting time of the Backward computation \( L \) to the last frame (\( T_n \)) of a given utterance (\( u \)) the true \( \gamma^L_t(j) \) \( \forall j, t \) is computed, while if \( L \) assumes all the values in the interval \( [1, T_n - 1] \) the estimated state occupation probabilities \( \tilde{\gamma}^L_t(j) \) \( \forall j, t \) is obtained as a function of \( L \). For each value of the distance between \( L \) and \( t \) we store the maximum of sum of the errors performed on the state occupation probabilities over all the states, i.e.

\[
\Gamma^L_t = \max_{t \in [1, T_n]} \sum_j (\gamma^L_t(j) - \tilde{\gamma}^L_t(j))^2
\]
database, in the worst case, after 150 (100) frames from the beginning of the Backward pass, the sum of the square errors of the state occupation probabilities is less than $10^{-30}$ ($10^{-15}$), that means that the reestimation counts are affected by an error less than $10^{-15}$ ($10^{-10}$).

For the more noisy, telephone speech, Italian database including long pauses, negligible errors are obtained, in the worst case, after 200 (150) frames from the beginning of the Backward pass.

A typical behavior of the errors $\Gamma^T_L$ during the Backward pass, for a single short training utterance of $T = 50$ frames, with starting frame $L = 48, 28,$ and 18 respectively, is shown in Fig. 3. It can be noticed that the errors decrease to a negligible value even if the Backward pass starts from frame 28, while they cannot be reduced if the starting frame is not far enough (as shown for starting frame 18).

Fig. 4, that refers to the training utterance /2 7 8 9 3 8 5/ of the male connected digit corpus of adult speakers including 8700 sentence tuples, shows for every starting frame $L$, the rightmost frame for which $\Gamma^L_T < 10^{-1.5}$ is obtained, as a function of the starting frame $L$.

4. TREE BASED MMIE TRAINING

In MMIE training [4] for continuous speech of long sentences, the computation of the denominator of the objective function requires a substantial amount of memory resources for storing the trellis information. Since our sliding window FB algorithm computes very good approximations of the state occupation probabilities, it can be used for MMIE training of very long sentences.

Another advantage offered by the piecewise discriminative training is the possibility to use the recognition tree as the general model, rather than the N-best hypotheses, or the word lattices. This avoids the assumption often made, for the sake of computation effectiveness, that the N-best hypotheses, or the word lattices do not change during training. Of course the computational load of this approach is greater than the standard ones, but it should be noticed that the restimation set for MMIE is always a subset of the training database. This approach has been tested on the TI/NIST database connected digits as reported in the next Section.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1. Piecewise Forward-Backward

Most of the experiments have been performed on the 20KHz TI/NIST connected digit corpus of adult speakers including 8700 sentence (28583 words) for testing. The signal is passed through a preemphasis filter and every 10 ms a 20 ms Hamming window is applied. A 512 point FFT is then performed and the frequency range up to 8 KHz subdivided into 20 Mel-scale filters is used to obtain 12 cepstral coefficients.

The observation vector paper includes 39 parameters: 12 liftered and high-pass filtered cepstral coefficients ($C_1 \div C_{12}$), and their
Training | Mixtures | Densities | sub/del/ins | WER (%) | SER (%)
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
MLE | 1 | 1548 | 86/53/11 | 150 (0.52%) | 133 (1.53%)
MMIE | 1 | 1548 | 77/47/15 | 139 (0.49%) | 122 (1.40%)
MLE | 4 | 5480 | 50/19/8 | 77 (0.27%) | 69 (0.79%)
MMIE | 4 | 5480 | 49/25/11 | 85 (0.30%) | 76 (0.87%)
MLE | 8 | 9320 | 40/20/8 | 68 (0.24%) | 62 (0.71%)
MMIE | 8 | 9320 | 39/25/9 | 73 (0.25%) | 66 (0.76%)

Table 1: Results for MLE and MMI trained models on the TI/NIST database

Figure 5: Average log-likelihood per frame after each iteration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>sub/del/ins</th>
<th>WER (%)</th>
<th>SER (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLE</td>
<td>179/112/65</td>
<td>356 (0.92%)</td>
<td>231 (9.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMIE</td>
<td>176/118/75</td>
<td>369 (0.96%)</td>
<td>236 (9.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance on the Italian database

5.3. Italian telephone digit database

A second experiment has been performed on a 8KHz sampled, telephone line, connected digit corpus including 8539 sentence for training and 2472 sentences (38533 words) for testing. The training sentences are composed of utterances including up to 16 digits, most of the test sentences are credit card numbers [3]. The same preprocessing is performed on the signal, but a 256 point FFT is applied to every 10ms window frame, and 12 Mel cepstral coefficients are computed. The energy and the high-pass filtered cepstral parameters and their first and second order derivatives are included in the observation frame.

The performance on the Italian database using long and short models with a maximum of 4 Gaussian per state are similar to the ones reported in the Section 5.2, and are detailed in Table 2.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The effectiveness of a piecewise FB training approach has been assessed comparing the results of MLE and Piecewise MLE training for the TI/NIST database, and for long sequences of Italian digits. This method has been also exploited for MMIE training with the recognition tree used as general model for the computation of the denominator of the MMIE objective function.
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